
LUBRICANTS INCLUDED IN CASE: 
 

1 - 2 one ounce container of Extreme Moly Grease black 
This grease is best applied to those areas that are subject to extreme pressure and subject to water. Ideal inside doors on 
the gear teeth of the window regulators and on the ball slides of the door check straps. Also on hood and door latches. This 
is of course ideal for wheel bearings but you will need three to four ounces to redo both front wheels. Use the syringe to 
inject inside the rubber on old ball joints and tie rod joints that may have dried out.  
 

1 - 2 ounce container of Synthetic Grease clear  
This grease is amazing. It is the most stable grease in extreme temperature variations and does not gum up and harden 
with age. Does not attract dirt and grime as badly as other greases. Since it is non-petroleum based it can be used almost 
anywhere and is not as visable as moly grease. Ideal for seat tracks, door striker pins, plastic window slide assemblies, 
sunroof cables and sunroof slides (when Mercedes genuine sunroof grease is not available).  
 

1 - 2 ounce container of Silicone Dielectric Grease clear 
This should be put on all your light bulb sockets. On cars 20 years or older every electric plug in the car should come apart 
and the pins coated with this to prevent weird electrical problems. Especially on engine compartement sensors, computers 
and relays. Use silicone grease anywhere you want to lube plastic parts as it does not harm or swell plastic. Wipe this 
grease on your door and truck seals to keep them from cracking due to age and to make your doors and trunk oper easier. 
 

1 - 1 ounce container of "super sticky" grease  
This just may be the “most sticky” grease you have ever seen. It was developed for military grade use to stand up under 
harsh high moisture and salt water environments. It can be used to hold parts in place during assembly (almost like glue 
but does not leave behind a glue residue. This grease is ideal for assembling any type of seal with a spring on the back 
side. apply the grease to the back side of the seal over this spring to prevent the spring from failing off during assembly.  
 

1 - 1 ounce container of THICK synthetic OIL lubricant  
Being synthetic this oil holds up very well when exposed to moisture or rain water. This is an ideal oil for lubricating hood 
hinges, door latches, throttle linkages, etc. (particularly in cases where grease is just too thick  to get to the area needing 
lubrication. Since it is much thicker than engine or transmission oil it will stay in place longer and not collect as much dirt as 
a thicker grease. 
 

1 - 1/2 ounce container Ceramic brake pad grease (partially full)  
This is the Permatex Brand  Extreme Brake Parts Lubricant. 100 percent synthetic formula with ceramic solids. It resists 
moisture and corrosion and will not wash out. Lasts longer than any other caliper grease. Silences brake noise across a 
much wider temperature range. Can handle up to 3000 degrees F.  Apply this to the back of the brake pads, the side edges 
of the pads where they slide in the caliper and on the pins that hold the pads in place. This is also an excellent assembly 
lube when rebuilding your brake calipers.  
 

1 - 1/2 ounce container power antenna lube (partially full)  
Our antenna lube is a combination mix of two types of synthetic lubricants with good additives to fight rust and loss of 
adhesion to the metal when exposed to the elements. 
 

1 - 1/2 ounce container anti-seize compound (partially full)  
This compound should be used anytime you are threading a steel bolt into an aluminum threaded housing. Like the water 
pump to water pump housing bolts or the thermostat housing bolts. This will prevent dissimilar metal corrosion. Always use 
when installing steel bolts through aluminum arms. Like the alternator brackets on the old diesels. Also great for spark plugs 
and glow plugs to prevent seizing and gallling upon removal. Great for brake parts. You only need a very thin film to prevent 
corrosion but this is a must have compound. 
 

1 - 1/2 ounce container aviation permatex gasket sealer (paritally full)  
Slow-drying, non-hardening sealant designed for sealing cut gaskets and stamped parts. resists common shop fluids and 
fuels. Allows for easy disassembly if required. Use where sealing is more important than adhesion. 

 


